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Of all published articles, the following were the most read within the past 12 months.

Apocalypse Arms The Crate Dalton Colabello could never have predicted how drastically his life would
change because of one inauspicious crate. Inside, Colabello found prototype parts for ship weapons unlike
anything he had ever seen. After the auction, Colabello returned home and unsuccessfully attempted to
reconstruct the weapons. Colabello quickly became obsessed with uncovering their creator. Comms with the
military warehouse only turned up one clue; the crate had been in storage since The year the Messer regime
finally fell. Fueled by the possibility that these weapons might be a lost part of history, Colabello hired private
investigators to chase the digital trail and took the weapons to numerous experts, hoping that one of them
could provide answers. A cross-reference against the extensive log scored a hit; the crate had been sent there
from an address in Newcastle, Magnus. Records revealed that Genly Engineering Solutions was renting the
space when the crate was shipped to Cestulus. Still, answers did not come easy. Outside of the name on the
rental agreement, Genly did not seem to exist. Years passed without any further information coming to light.
Requests to the government uncovered nothing. The lack of progress sunk Colabello into a deep depression
and he even considered selling the weapons. Yet his curiosity could not be extinguished. Months later,
Colabello found the great-granddaughter of Juliet Maupin living in Lo and paid her a visit. She explained that
she had heard stories from her mother about the awards her great-grandmother had won for her scanner
designs, but nothing about weapons. There, in an unlabeled folder, he found what he had sought for so long:
The Unknown Genius Prior to designing the weapons that would eventually inspire Apocalypse Arms, Juliet
Maupin worked as a lead engineer for the titan of Cestulus industry, Aegis Dynamics. Evans enlisted Maupin
for a classified project to produce a new line of powerful and advanced combat systems for the Messer
government. Maupin leapt at the opportunity to design weapons with the freedom only government funding
could provide. Messer XI knew his time was limited unless he created a strategic advantage, i. Evans provided
Maupin with a high-tech lab and an able team in a non-descript building in Newcastle. In , the military picked
up the prototypes with the intention of shipping them to Kilian for testing. During their journey, footage of the
Massacre of Garron II leaked to the public and the entire UEE military was mobilized to quell the rebellion.
The crate containing the weapons was offloaded into the Cestulus warehouse and forgotten until Colabello
bought it well over a century later. After the collapse of the Messer regime, Juliet Maupin grew concerned that
her association with the corrupt government would be revealed. She swore off weapon design and fled with
her family to the Corel System. Eventually, Maupin went to work at a Lo engineering firm where she worked
on a project that built advanced scanning machines used to detect contraband along the UEE-Banu border.
Many of the scanners still in use today are based off her designs. Maupin passed away in never knowing that
her greatest contribution to the world was still to come. Many found the strategy obscene, but sales proved it
to be effective. From his perspective, Apocalypse Arms was a Human success story. Today, the specter of the
Messers still hangs over Apocalypse Arms and has driven some to shun their products. All of this makes
Apocalypse Arms one of the more interesting, and deadly, manufacturers in the Empire.
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When I was home after my first semester, it was worse. When I was here, I wanted to be there, when I was
there, all I could think of was getting back into the jungle. Every minute I stay in this room, I get weaker, and
every minute The Man squats in the bush, he gets stronger. Each time I look around, the walls move in a little
tighter. I always thought that Alexie had made a Faustian exchange, his soul to the devil for that sack of
goldâ€”literary genius. That kind of talent can only be bargained for. As if such an equation is an adequate
explanation for the appreciable good looks, that laugh that makes women, and some men too, throw their
panties on stage at him. So what was he doing here? What am I doing here? Is he even real? I cruise down this
proverbial, muddy brown river searching for lunacies and gospels. I was handed his dossier from the people
upstairs: National Endowments of the Arts Fellowships. What happened to this guy? The higher ups were
grooming him to be full-prize winner, maybe even a Nobel Prize in Literature. Oprah Winfrey certainly
thought so. Do you have any idea the loopholes and bureaucracy one must jump through to have war medals
re-issued? But he did it. Son of a bitch. He razzed the President of the United States, teased him, the gall,
could charm the skin off a rattlesnake. I make my inquiries. I make my calls. I interview his old college
teachers, I line up contacts. There is an end to this spiral of unending inertia. It terrifies and thrills me at the
same time. The photojournalist cautioned me the day I called to inquire about photos: What am I gonna say?
That he was a kind man? That he was a wise man? That he had plans? That he had wisdom? You listen to him.
I should have been a pair of ragged claws scuttling across floors of silent sea. Entering the compound, I had a
run-in with a couple of his lawn men, gardeners. I asked them what it was like working for him. So whaddya
wanna do? I rang the bell and was ushered to his home office. There were skulls and bones of deceased writers
lining the bookshelves, each marked with an identifying plaque. I waited for an hour. I waited for another
hour. Someone brought me a diet soda. I scanned the interior of the room. Another hour passed, then four. I
waited until the moon rose over the quiet street, and I could hear the light of the stars skipping off the soft
currents of Lake Washington. As long as it takes. Nothing of him that doth fade, But doth suffer a sea-change
Into something rich and strange.
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In Elusive Apocalypse Greg Carey examines how the Book of Revelation constructs narrative and religious authority
through "John," its ever-present narrative voice.
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Elusive Apocalypse proposes narrative ethos as a model for evaluating John's rhetoric. Taken together, the resources of
classical rhetoric, modern literary analysis, and postcolonial criticisms elucidate how ancient apocalyptic visionaries like
John legitimated their radical claims.
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Carey, Greg: Elusive Apocalypse: Reading Authority in the Revelation to John. (Studies in Biblical Hermeneutics, 15).
Macon, Georgia: Mercer University Press,
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The problem with the pious certainty with which the left approaches global warming (these are people who actually
compare skeptics of a hotly-contested scientific theory with skeptics of the Holocaust) is its failure to account for the
many questions that must be answered to make a reasonable assessment of how (or whether) the government should
respond to climate change: Is it real?
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